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What America’s Coup in Ukraine Did

By Eric Zuesse
Global Research, March 24, 2017

Region: Europe, Russia and FSU
Theme: Intelligence, Terrorism, US NATO

War Agenda
In-depth Report: UKRAINE REPORT

On  March  23rd,  Gallup  headlined  “South  Sudan,  Haiti  and  Ukraine  Lead  World  in
Suffering”,  and  the  Ukrainian  part  of  that  can  unquestionably  be  laid  at  the  feet  of  U.S.
President Barack Obama, who in February 2014 imposed upon Ukraine a very bloody coup
(see it here), which he and his press misrepresented (and still misrepresent) as being (and
still represent as having been) a ‘democratic revolution’, but was nothing of the sort, and
actually was instead the start of the Ukrainian dictatorship and the hell  that has since
destroyed that country, and brought the people there into such misery, it’s now by far the
worst in Europe, and nearly tied with the worst in the entire world.

America’s criminal ‘news’ media never even reported the coup, nor that in 2011 the Obama
regime began planning for a coup in Ukraine, and that by 1 March 2013 they started
organizing it inside the U.S. Embassy there, and that they hired members of Ukraine’s two
racist-fascist, or nazi, political parties, Right Sector and Svoboda (which latter had been
called the Social Nationalist Party of Ukraine until the CIA advised them to change it to
Freedom Party, or “Svoboda” instead), and that in February 2014 they did it (and here’s the
4 February 2014 phone call instructing the U.S. Ambassador whom to place in charge of the
new regime when the coup will be completed), under the cover of authentic anti-corruption
demonstrations that the Embassy organized on the Maidan Square in Kiev, demonstrations
that the criminal U.S. ‘news’ media misrepresented as ‘democracy demonstrations,’ though
Ukraine already had democracy (but still lots of corruption, even more than today’s U.S.
does, and the pontificating Obama said he was trying to end Ukraine’s corruption — which
instead actually soared after his coup there).

The head of the ‘private CIA’ firm Stratfor said it was “the most blatant coup in history” but
he couldn’t say that to Americans, because he knows that our press is just a mouthpiece for
the regime (just like it was during the lead-up to George W. Bush’s equally unprovoked
invasion of Iraq — for which America’s ‘news’ media suffered likewise no penalties).

When subsequently accused by neocons for his having said this, his response was “I told the
business journal Kommersant that if the US were behind a coup in Kiev, it would have been
the most blatant coup in history,” As I pointed out when writing about that rejoinder of
his, he had, in fact, made quite clear in his Kommersant interview, that it was, in his view
“the most blatant coup in history,” no conditionals on that.

Everybody knows what Obama, and Clinton, and Sarkozy, did to Libya — in their zeal to
eliminate yet another nation’s leader who was friendly toward Russia (Muammar Gaddafi),
they turned one of the highest-living-standard nations in Africa into a failed state and huge
source of refugees (as well as of weapons that the Clinton State Department transferred to
the jihadists in Syria to bring down Bashar al-Assad, another ally of Russia) — but the ‘news’
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media  have  continued  to  hide  what  Obama  (assisted  by  America’s  European  allies,
especially Poland and Netherlands, and also by America’s apartheid Middle Eastern ally,
Israel) did to Ukraine.

I voted for Obama, partly because the insane McCain (“bomb, bomb, bomb Iran”) and the
creepy Romney (“Russia, this is, without question, our number one geopolitical foe”) were
denounced  by  the  (duplicitous)  Obama  for  saying  such  evil  things,  their  aggressive
international positions, which continued old Cold-War-era hostilities into the present, even
after the Cold War had ended long ago (in 1991) (but only on the Russian side). I since have
learned that in today’s American political system, the same aristocracy controls both of our
rotten  political  Parties,  and  American  democracy  no  longer  exists.  (And  the  only  scientific
study of whether America between the years 1981 and 2002 was democratic found that it
was not,  and it  already confirmed what Jimmy Carter later said on 28 July 2015: “Now it’s
just  an  oligarchy  with  unlimited  political  bribery  being  the  essence  of  getting  the
nominations  for  president  or  being  elected  president.  And  the  same  thing  applies  to
governors, and U.S. Senators and congress members.” But yet our Presidents continue the
line,  now  demonstrably  become  a  myth,  of  ‘American  democracy’,  and  use  it  as  a
sledgehammer  against  other  governments,  to  ‘justify’  invading  (or,  in  Ukraine’s  case,
overthrowing via a ‘democratic revolution’) their lands (allies of Russia) such as in Iraq,
Libya, Syria, and maybe even soon, Iran.

Here are some of the events and important historical details along the way to Ukraine’s
plunge into a worse condition than most African nations:

“Yanukovych’s Removal Was Unconstitutional”

“Obama Definitely Caused The Malaysian Airliner To Be Downed”

“War on Donbass was planned to ignite a major war in Europe.”

“Our ‘Enemies’ In Ukraine Speak”

“Meet Ukraine’s Master Mass-Murderer: Dmitriy Yarosh”

“Ukrainian Soldier Explains Why He Enjoys Killing Russians”

“Russia’s Leader Putin Rejects Ukrainian Separatists’ Aim To Become Part Of Russia”

“Gallup: Ukrainians Loathe the Kiev Government Imposed by Obama”

Please send this article to every friend who is part of the majority that, as a Quinnipiac
University poll published on March 22nd reported, “A total of 51 percent of voters say they
can trust U.S. intelligence agencies to do what is right ‘almost all of the time’ or ‘most of the
time’” (and that level of trust was far higher than for the rotten press and for the rotten
politicians), even after the CIA’s rubber-stamping Bush’s lies to invade Iraq, and after the
FBI’s shameless performance on Hillary Clinton’s privatized State Department emails even
after her smashing their cell-phones with hammers, etc., and all the other official cover-ups,
with no American officials even so much as being charged for their rampant crimes against
the American public.

Besides: ever since the CIA’s founding, it has had an “Operation Gladio” that specializes in
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organizing  terrorist  acts  so  as  for  them to  be blamed on,  first,  communist  countries  when
they existed; and, then, after the end of communism, on allies of Russia. Did the American
dictatorship begin right after FDR died in 1945? How much longer will these lies succeed?

For  the  people  of  Iraq,  and  of  Syria,  and  of  Ukraine,  and  many  such  countries,  this
dictatorship has destroyed their lives. Trusting the ‘intelligence’ services of a dictatorship
doesn’t make any sense at all. They’re all working for the aristocracy, the billionaires — not
for any public, anywhere; not here, not there, just nowhere. Should the cattle trust the
feedlot-operator? Only ignorance can produce trust, under the conditions that actually exist.

So, unless the idea is that ignorance is bliss, pass along the truth, when you find it, because
it is very rare — and the system operates to keep it that way.

Investigative historian Eric Zuesse is the author, most recently, of  They’re Not Even Close:
The Democratic vs. Republican Economic Records, 1910-2010, and of  CHRIST’S
VENTRILOQUISTS: The Event that Created Christianity.
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